Violence Poem

by Sundu Koroma

Violence, Violence is not cool! Does not solve problems, especially in school. Violence is not safe, really not cute, everyone has been through it, even I. How it has affected my life? Well I been through fights, yes I have. All because of drama, it ended that bad. Got in a lot of trouble for fighting, actual got grounded, got suspended for about three days, the worst thing is my parents were ignoring me. That’s when I knew that violence was not meant. I knew that violence is not the way to solve things it’s with words.

The causes of youth violence are addiction to drugs, drug’s that can cause health problems that can sometimes cause death. Children crying, children dying, children who are sick of everything and felt like dying. Its causes a lot of things and this is just the start. What I could do about youth violence is to try to make a club. A club to talk about the causes of youth violence to keep kids out of trouble. I would also try to make the earth a calm and friendly environment and make the violence stop. Teens with guns, teens that run, they really don’t notice what they have become. How many people they have killed? We all should know it; it’s always on the news.

We all have seen violence, been through violence, and even sometimes became the violence. Between all of that violence is not good at all! To me there are two different kinds of violence, bad violence and good violence, good violence is teens, well anyone fighting for our lives in the army, not just that, even risking their lives for us. Bad violence, bad violence to me is people ending someone’s life for
nothing, people out in the streets thinking it’s nothing, smoking, drinking and even killing, all bad violence that that’s not good!

People like this know they feel pain, sometimes they even gone insane. They keep it in cause they know what they have done is wrong. The violence continued, they thought it was fun, but at the end they got locked up. Street fights, people love to see it, they really don’t care if the person is getting hurt.

I really want to stop street violence because not any human should go through it because there is no point. They are many ways to fix problems and violence is not a part of it. People can talk it off, work it out, are not even that, just ignore each other. Body violence, and weapon violence are really childish, people do it off of anger, they don’t see them hurting people.

They don’t think about how their family will feel? Live your life, till you die, putting your life in risk with all of these drugs, really not smart because think about how people will miss you. The bruises you can see, the pain is hidden, the bruises can heal, but the heart will never will. Violence is the way of childish fools, why do the innocent ones get blamed and the troubled ones get the fame?

People go through a lot with violence, people have become the violence, and people have joined the violence. I with others try to help, but they are not taking it, what else can I do? I told adults, I told the cops nothing’s working. I continue my own life, and let them ruined theirs, I tried my best, so let them try. The causes of youth violence are depression, jealousy, or even anger.
All of the reason’s that really don’t matter that really can be dealt with other solutions. Violence has affected our society big time! The many people who died, the many people who cried the many people who tried to survive. Life is just a lie without friends, friends who will tell you what your doing is wrong, that you should not do the mistakes you’re doing, that what your doing is stupid. The world would be a better calm place if the violence would just stop!